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History of Tax of Reform in Australia

Initially 6 papers on Australia’s main tax reform exercises
• Book in 2023! 

Focus of today’s seminar (paper no. 5)
• 2009 Australia’s Future Tax System (AFTS)
• 2015 Re:think

Papers (1-5)
• https://taxpolicy.crawford.anu.edu.au/taxpolicy-publications/taxpolicy-working-papers

https://taxpolicy.crawford.anu.edu.au/taxpolicy-publications/taxpolicy-working-papers


Plucking the Goose
The art of taxation consists in so plucking the goose as to procure the 
largest quantity of feathers with the least possible amount of hissing

Jean-Baptiste Colbert
French Minister of 
Finances 1665 - 1683

https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Taxation


Early Federation Tax History

Constitution (1901)
• Customs & excise exclusive to C/W, other taxes open to both C/W and states

1915 (WWI)
• Commonwealth introduced income tax

1923 and 1934 Royal Commissions
• Tried (unsuccessfully) to resolve overlapping income tax responsibilities

1942 (WWII)
• Commonwealth took over income tax – forced states out



Asprey Review (1975) – Tax Blueprint

Personal income tax
• Comprehensiveness – include capital gains and fringe benefits

Company income tax
• Replace ‘classical’ company tax with dividend imputation

Broad-based Consumption Tax
• Replace WST with broad-based VAT



1985 Reform of the Australian Tax System (RATS)

Attempt to implement Asprey
• But no support for ‘Approach C’ consumption tax – dropped at tax summit

Income tax base-broadening survived
• Capital gains tax 
• Fringe benefits tax
• Dividend imputation
• Foreign tax credit system



1998 A New Tax System (ANTS)
Consumption tax base-broadening - GST

• 10% VAT with exemptions for health, education and fresh food
• All GST revenue passed to states

Abolish other indirect taxes
• WST
• Some state taxes

Separate business tax review (Ralph)
• Company tax rate cut to 30%



Political Economy Lessons

Foundational reviews make the arguments for reform
• Determinative reviews implement the reforms 

The 1923 and 1934 Royal Commissions were foundational
• The 1942 Commonwealth takeover of income tax leveraged off that

Asprey was a foundational review – established the tax blueprint
• RATS and ANTS were determinative reviews that sought to implement that



Tax/GDP since Federation
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Tax Mix since Federation (Commonwealth)

Tax Mix since Federation (States and Territories)
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Australia in the 21st Century

Resources boom from 2004
• Strong revenue

GFC in 2008
• Big stimulus packages

COVID in 2020
• Really big stimulus packages

Politics
• Fraught



2009 Australia’s Future Tax System (AFTS)
Resources boom driving strong revenue

• Chance to ‘buy’ some more tax reform (idea from the 2020 Summit)

In 2008, Rudd Govt. commissioned ‘root and branch’ review of the 
tax system

• Changes to GST ruled out

But then GFC blew the budget surplus
• AFTS took a longer-term perspective



AFTS Approach
Optimal tax (different from Asprey)

• Potentially tax different forms of income differently, depending on 
elasticity

Central conclusion - shift the tax mix 
• Away from relatively mobile and inefficient bases (company tax and stamp 

duties)
• Towards relatively immobile and efficient bases (land and resource rents)



Personal Taxation
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Simpler personal income tax
• 2-step tax scale with no levies or offsets
• Standard deduction in lieu of work-related expenses

Source: Reproduced from AFTS



Retirement Income System

Superannuation Guarantee
• Leave rate at 9 per cent

Taxation of superannuation
• Tax contributions at personal marginal tax rates less a uniform tax offset 

(eg 20%)
• Halve tax on earnings to 7.5% but extend to retirement phase



Taxation of Capital and Resource Rents
Company tax

• Cut tax rate to 25 per cent

Resource rents
• Replace mining royalties with resource rent tax

Importantly this was a package
• Company tax is important in ensuring Australia receives an adequate return 

for natural resource extraction



Conveyance Duty and Land Tax

Property conveyance duty is inefficient and inequitable
• Discourages people from moving as work and personal circumstances change

Land tax is a relatively efficient tax base - immobile
• Use a per-square-meter threshold to exclude agricultural and low-value land 

A switch between the two will improve efficiency



Changing the Tax Mix
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AFTS Recommendations
138 recommendations across the tax and transfer systems

• 81 related principally to commonwealth tax policy issues
• 29 related principally to transfer policy issues
• 3 related principally to state and local government tax issues
• 25 related principally to tax governance and administration issues

Only 3 actioned initially (RSPT – next slide)
• But around 1/3 actioned over following years (see Appendix C of paper)



Resource Super Profits Tax
Initial government response (May 2010)

• Resource Super Profits Tax (to fund tax costs of increasing SG rate to 12%)
• Mining industry backlash contributed to the downfall of Rudd as PM

Gillard implemented Minerals Resource Rent Tax                    
(compromise with industry)

• But subsequently abolished by Abbott



Consulting on the RSPT



Assessment of AFTS

AFTS happened at a difficult point in global history
• The GFC marked the end of the ‘Great Moderation’ with its steady economic 

growth and stable world relations
• We are now in a more turbulent era with more chaotic and unpredictable 

change

Main value of AFTS
• Foundational review to inform future determinative reviews
• Subject to the changed world context



2014 Tax White Paper
Tax White Paper commissioned by new Abbott Government

• In conjunction with a Federation White Paper

Process stalled at discussion paper stage (Re:think)
• Lack of political commitment or understanding of what a tax review involved



Re:think
Similar philosophy to AFTS

• Optimal tax thinking

Shift tax burden away from relatively inefficient taxes
• Stamp duties and company tax most inefficient
• Land tax and property rates most efficient



Marginal Excess Burdens



Savings
Concerns with differences in the taxation of different forms of savings

• Distortions between savings vehicles

Accept case for some concessions on taxation of savings
• Hybrid income/consumption tax model

Owner-occupied housing and superannuation least taxed
• Largest forms of savings in Australia



Effective Tax Rates
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Where Are We Now?
BEPS

• OECD/G20 work to combat MNE tax avoidance (Pillars 1 and 2) 

10 Year Enterprise Tax Plan
• Attempt to cut the company tax rate to 25 per cent over 10 years

Personal Income Tax Plan
• Personal income tax cuts over 7 years (largely just returning bracket creep)

COVID
• Policy decision over $300 billion, parameter movements (net) $180 billion 



GFC v COVID
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Death and Taxes
Our new Constitution is now established, everything seems to 
promise it will be durable; but, in this world, nothing is 
certain except death and taxes

Benjamin Franklin, 
13 November 1789 
(5 months before his 
death)
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